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please note- this Instruction Manual contains important
safety information. Please make sure that you read it
before using your Tumble Dryer for the first time. It also
contains valuable Troubleshooting tips so that you can
solve faults without having to call for a service engineer.

Instruction Manual for your Baumatic

BTD1
FULLY ELECTRONIC
TUMBER DRYER
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Contact Details

-

Extendable 2m vent hose (lower left rear corner)

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
CLASS: C

Dimensions in cm
(Height x Width x Depth)
85 x 59.5 x 53
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CAUTIONS AND ADVICE
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YOUR BTD1’S CONTROL PANEL

In order to get maximum satisfaction and performance from your
tumble dryer, please ensure you follow the instructions given below:
Do NOT let children tamper with the controls.
When installing, position the dryer so that the plug is accessible.
This dryer is intended for domestic use only. Commercial use is NOT recommended
and will result in the warranty becoming void.
Ensure that the appliance has been grounded before using.
Any electrical work needed to install the appliance should only be carried out by a
qualified person or electrician.
It is dangerous to alter or modify the appliance in any way.
Exhaust gas must NOT be discharged into a flue used for exhausting fumes from
appliances burning gas or other fuels.
Clean the lint filter after each drying cycle.
Do NOT put anything but the recommended articles of clothing into the tumble
dryer (see page 8).
Do NOT place articles which have been in contact with dry cleaning fluid or other
inflammable substances in the tumble dryer.
Do NOT attempt to dry items that are dripping wet or articles containing foam
rubber or rubber-like materials.
Give adequate ventilation to avoid a back flow of gases into the room from
appliances burning other fuels, including open fires (not required if the dryer
discharges air into the room).
Do NOT use your tumble dryer if you suspect it is damaged at all. NEVER try to
repair the appliance yourself as there is the risk of INJURY!
We recommend that the appliance is switched off after each use.
If it is to be unattended for long periods (such as weekends or holidays), disconnect
it from the power supply.
The dryer must be installed in a well-ventilated place, away from the
influence of gases from other appliances and from defective installations.
Do NOT overload the tumble dryer.
Do NOT dry articles singly as they tend to roll up and increase drying time.
Do NOT allow the venting hose (where applicable) or filter to become blocked.
Do NOT allow fluff to accumulate around the tumble dryer.

See above.
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BEFORE USING YOUR BTD1
TUMBLE DRYER
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CAUTION: Ensure that the clothes you are about to dry are not
dripping wet.
-

If you have not taken the clothes you want to dry out of a washing
machine with an adequate spin cycle, roll the clothes in a towel to
remove the excess water.

-

Sort your clothes into groups of similar fabrics and colours. Check the
care label inside the garment you want to wash.

-

Note that fabric conditioner reduces static electricity.

-

Delicate articles (eg. Tights, stockings) should be placed inside a
pillowcase.

NOTE: Should the clothes become dry before the cycle has
finished, the thermostat will automatically switch off the heater
and prevent over-drying.
This will save energy, although the drum will
still rotate.

When drying large items (eg. Sheets) stop the dryer before the completion of a
programmed cycle and redistribute the load.
To stop the machine during the middle of a programme, simply open the door.
The drum will stop rotating automatically and reset when you close the door. To
lengthen or shorten the programme, turn the timer knob.

TO USE YOUR BTD1 TUMBLE DRYER:
1

Open the door.

2

Load clothes loosely into the drum (NOTE: Load sheets corner-first).

3

Close the door.

4

Dry your hands.

5

Select the desired heat position; either heat or full heat
(see the programme chart on facia panel).

6

Check that the timer is in the ‘0’ position before you adjust it to the
drying time you want.

7

The drum will begin rotating.

8

It will stop when the timer automatically reaches the ‘0’ position.
Note: you may remove your clothes before the completion of the
timed programme.

There is an automatic 12 minute cool down period at the end of every cycle,
during which the heater is switched off. This helps to minimise creasing.
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THE FILTER
IMPORTANT:
Please remember that you must have direct access to the power
supply when your tumble dryer is sitting in position.
Filter
The filter is located inside the doorway rim at the bottom (see picture below).

It is important to
remove fluff
from the filter
after each drying
session.

To take out the filter:
1

Pull the filter upwards.

2

Remove any thread or fluff by hand or with a soft brush.

3

Slide the filter back.

4

Wash the filter occasionally in a detergent solution and with a soft
brush. Do not use an abrasive cleaning product on the filter.
Remove small particles.

5

Switch off the electric supply.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Should your tumble dryer have a fault, checking the problem against
this chart may keep you from needing to call for service!
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
-

THE TUMBLE DRYER IS FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH ANY
KITCHEN UNITS THAT HAVE THE DIMENSIONS DEPICTED IN
THE FIGURE BELOW AND COMPLIES WITH STRINGENT EEC
REGULATIONS.

-

YOUR DRYER IS PROVIDED WITH A VENT HOSE WHICH WILL
EXTEND TO APPROX 2.4m (8ft). WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND
THAT THIS IS VENTED THROUGH THE WALL WITH THE
ATTACHMENT PROVIDED.
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REVERSING THE DOOR
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* Your tumble dryer’s door can be positioned to open either to the
right or to the left. Please follow the instructions below to change
the door position. This operation must not be performed whilst the
appliance is connected to the electricity supply.
1. Open the door. Undo the screw
(A), remove the switch strike (B)
and replace the screw. Remove
the screws (C) and latch plate
(D). Remove the hinge cover
screw (E). Close the door.

2. Pull the hinge cover (F) forwards
to remove it. Remove two outer
screws (G). Remove door. Fit the
latch plate (D) with screws (C).

3. Reverse the door and place
against the dryer’s doorway so that
it is in the closed position. Refit the
screws (G) and hinge cover(F).
Open the door.

4. Fit screw (E) to secure the hinge cover.
Remove the screw (A) at the top of the
door and refit strike (B) as shown.

FITTING THE DÉCOR DOOR
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The hinges can be fastened through the pre-drilled holes on either the left
or right hand side with the door stops being fitted on the other side.
NOTE: Illustration below shows a décor door incorporating a false
drawer front.

ENVIRONMENTAL NOTE
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This appliance is marked according to the European directive
2002/96/EC on Waste electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE).
By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent
potential negative consequences for the environment and human health,
which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of this
product.
The symbol
on the product, or on the documents accompanying the
product, indicates that that this appliance may not be treated as
household waste. Instead it shall be handed over to the applicable
collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment.
Disposal must be carried out in accordance with local environmental
regulations for waste disposal.
For more detailed information about treatment, recovery and recycling of
this product, please contact your local city office, your household waste
disposal service or the shop where you purchased the product.

-

The packaging materials that Baumatic uses are environmentally
friendly and can be recycled.

-

Please discard all packaging material with due regard for the
environment.

Baumatic Ltd. Conditions of Guarante
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Dear Customer,
Your new Baumatic appliance comes complete with a free 12 month guarantee covering both parts and
labour costs resulting from defective materials or workmanship.
Baumatic also gives you the opportunity to automatically extend the guarantee period for a further 12
months at no extra cost, giving an initial guarantee period of 24 months. The extended guarantee period
applies to England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland only.
To qualify for your full 24 months guarantee you must register your appliance within 28 days of purchase
to be covered under this guarantee. This can be done online via: www.baumatic.co.uk or through returning
the guarantee card which can be found in each new Baumatic appliance.
* In addition, your appliance is covered by a 5 year parts warranty. Baumatic Ltd will provide free of
charge the parts required to repair the appliance, only if they are fitted by a Baumatic engineer, for any
defect that arises due to faulty materials or workmanship within a period of 5 years from the original
purchase date.
* An additional 1 to 3 year insurance scheme for labour is available should you wish to extend the
warranty period.
Should any person other than an authorised representative of Baumatic Ltd interfere with the appliance, the
policy is negated and Baumatic Ltd will be under no further liability.
The guarantee covers the appliance for normal domestic use only, unless otherwise stated.
Any claims made under the terms of the guarantee must be supported by the original invoice/bill of sale
issued at the time of purchase.
This guarantee is transferable only with the written consent of Baumatic Ltd.
If the appliance fails and is considered either not repairable or uneconomical to repair between 12 months
(2 years if registered) and five years, a free of charge replacement will not be offered.
The guarantee for any replacement will only be for the remainder of the guarantee on the original product
purchased.
The guarantee does not cover:
- Sinks and taps
- Failure to comply with the manufacturers instructions for use.
- The replacement of cosmetic components of accessories
- Accidental damage or wilful abuse.
- Subsequent loss or damage owing to the failure of the appliance or electrical supply
- Incorrect installation
- Losses caused by Acts of God, civil war, failure to obtain spare parts, strikes or lockouts
- Filters, fuses, light bulbs, external hoses, damage to bodywork, paintwork, plastic items, covers,
baskets, trays, shelves, burner bases, burner caps, decals, corrosion, rubber seals.
In the course of the work carried out it may be necessary to remove the appliance from it operating
position. Whilst all reasonable care will be taken, Baumatic Ltd cannot accept responsibility for damage
sustained to any property whatsoever in this process.
This guarantee is in addition to and does not diminish your statutory or legal rights.
Contacting Baumatic Ltd
Sales Service
Spares
Technical/Advice
TEL: 0118 933 6900
TEL: 0118 933 6911
TEL: 0118 933 6922 0118 933 6933
FAX: 0118 931 0035
FAX: 0118 986 9124
FAX: 0118 933 6942 0118 933 6942
For ROI (Republic of Ireland), please contact one of the numbers below:
TEL: 01 – 6266798 FAX: 01 - 6266634
Thanks you for buying Baumatic.
* Applies to UK, Scotland, Wales & Northern Ireland only (Republic of Ireland has 1 year labour & 1 year parts warranty only)

You will be mine...
Headquarters
Baumatic Ltd.
Baumatic Buildings,
6 Bennet Road,
Reading,
Berkshire
RG2 0QX, United Kingdom
Sales Telephone
+44 118 933 6900
Sales Fax
+44 118 931 0035
Service Telephone
+44 118 933 6911
Service Fax
+44 118 986 9124
Spares Telephone
+44 118 933 6922
Technical / Advice Telephone
+44 118 933 6933
E-mail:
sales@baumatic.co.uk
technical@baumatic.co.uk
Http (Internet site):
www.baumatic.com

